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Abstract
Vocabulary knowledge is the basis of language ability. For learners, increasing the number of
words and phrases they know is the most important thing they can do to improve their ability.
However, lexical competence involves much more than simply memorizing long lists. All words
have various aspects of knowledge. Some examples are syntactic and semantic behavior,
derivations, active and passive knowledge, collocations and the network of associations and
knowledge of polysemy. (e.g. Richards, 1976; Melka, 1997) However, for a typical inter-mediate
learner who knows several thousand head words, assessing the overall state of her vocabulary
knowledge would be impossible if al1 these aspects were taken into account Understandably,
teachers often rely on one-time vocabulary tests of L2-Ll translation knowledge, But since such
tests constitute only a tiny fraction of known words and target only one facet of knowledge,
they reveal little about the overal1 state of lexical development Moreover, the development of
Iexical competence is not linear or monotonic. It progresses in spurts and regresses with
disuse, as any committed language learner has experienced. Clearly, sensitive, practical testing
tools are needed to assess the various facets of L2 lexical ability. This paper will deal with the
testing of L2 word recognition ability.
lntroduction
 There hqs not been much research on the question of how teachers can assess their learners'
competence beyond the limitations of using simple translation tests. Practical tests for size (e.g.
Nation, 1983; Meara & Buxton, 1990) and associational knowledge (e.g. Wesche & Paribakht,
1996) and V-Links (Meara and Wolter, 2004) have been proposed and actively researched in
recent years. In recent years, the importance of orthographical knowledge of words as one
aspect of lexical competence has greatly increased. Research has shown that successful reading
is based on bottom-up sampling of each word in text, and not on a topdown mode of processing
where the eyes of the reader jump over words which can be guessed. (Rayner & Balota, 1989)
During each saccade in reading (the duration that the eye focuses on each part of the text), the
actual time taken up by lexical recognition is about 50 milliseconds in native speakers. This time
.is longer in non-native speakers but becomes increasingly rapid with practice and language
processing in general. The practical problem concerning assessment that this presents is that
latencies in the order of 50 milliseconds (or the even smaller scale changes that characterize L2
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word recognition development) are impossible to measure without specialist equipment
  It is this aspect of the development of L2 word-recognition latencies, and their measurement
that I address in this paper. In Part 1 of the paper, I will critically review three papers (Shiotsu,
2002; Jacobsen, 1995; Laufer and Nation 2001) which deal with lexical access in three distinct
ways. In Part 2, I will describe my research on a test of word recognition speed, `Q.Lex'. It aims
to provide an overall measure of the change of reaction times to basic word stimuli. Q-Lex
purposely measures reaction times to only high frequency vocabulary. With general
improvement in L2 ability, the reaction times to basic words should become increasingly
automatic, as learners progress through intermediate standard and on. Q-Lex tracks this
development by an increase in the number of words found within the norms of native speaker
performance. It is envisaged that Q.Lex will eventually be used in conjunction with other global
measures such as size and associational knowledge. However, for now, I will present basic
results which demonstrate that recognition speed develops in parallel with general L2
development. I will also show results that establish reliability by examining scores over two
tests.
 Part 1
 A Criticat Review of lmportant Research papers in this field.
 Critical Review 1 : Shiotsu, 2002.
  In this paper, Shiotsu replicates, in part, an experiment on the relationship between word-
 decoding skill and reading ability by Haynes (1989). The original investigation was conducted
 on Taiwanese and American students. Shiotsu investigates the performance of Japanese
 students only. To test decoding ability, Haynes gave subjects a long list of lexical decision tasks
 printed on paper. These consisted of pairs of stimuli 4 letters long. Subjects had to judge if each
pair was identical or different Four different types of stimuli were created. The first kind used
real words, the second pseudo-words (e.g. `gane'), and the third illegal letter strings (e.g, `gvae') .
Here orthographic decoding speed was at issue. Shiotsu refers to these tests as tapping surface
recognition ability. The fourth kind of stimuli pair involved judging if a pair of words has the
same or different meaning, which is posited to require deeper semantic access. Haynes reported
that Taiwanese EFL students were significantly slower on pseudo-words than real words, and
even slower on illegal strings. In contrast, native speakers reacted in similar times to real words
and pseud"words, and were significantiy slower only on reaction times to illegal letter strings.
Further, it is reported that these learners' passage reading speed was significantly related to the
word matching tasks. Based on these findings, Shiotsu reports Haynes' claim that native
speakers are able to decode and analyze words more fluently than EFL Iearners.
  Sljiotsu adapted these tests to a computer format to investigate the `visual processing
eMciency' of Japanese university students. The reason for adapting the test to a computer-based
measurement was, principally, to collect the latency information for each pair of stimuli. Shiotsu
explains his reasoning by saying that a paper-based test is only capable of recording the
perfbrmance of subjects on the test as a whole. Inexplicably, however, the author fails to make
any use of the latency measure of stimuli in the test. Finally, Shiotsu particularly wanted to
know if good readers are faster at decoding alphabetic stimuli than are poor readers. To this
end, he gave his subjects a reading test and compared the results of this against their
perfbrmance on the four kinds of lexical-decision tasks, He reports a strong correlation between
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the strongest readers and higher scores on the tasks, especially for the synonym/antonym task
which requires semantic access.
Summary
 Shiotsu starts with the hypothesis that many Japanese EFL readers may have `underdeveloped
decoding fluency' in reading English. With regard to this, he considers the issue of whether their
passage reading speed is related to speed of visually processing individual words an empirical
one. His study comprises three aims:
1) An investigation of the reliability of the word recognition measurement tool. These are the
four kinds of lexical decision tasks outlined above.
2) An investigation about whether, and how, Japanese EFL readers are affected when the target
stimuli are pseudo-words, or illegal letter strings.
3) An investigation whether good text comprehenders are faster at recognizing the words in
the tasks.
 In her l989 study, Haynes made use of 48 pairs of stimuli for each of the four kinds of tasks,
written out on paper. (words, pseudo-words, i!legal letter strings and synonym and antonym
pairs, shortened to `S/A') The task was to judge if they were the same or different by circling `S'





card S D (word)
bele S D (Psetido-word)
botp S･D (illqgzzlletterstn'ng)
pass S D (syno2rymlanto2ry2nPair)
 The items were high frequency words with a mean occurrence of 670 per million. The four
kinds of tests were programmed to appear, one at a time, on a personal computer. Students
clicked on a key to indicate if they know the word, and this was timed in milliseconds. In total,
the test required between 10 and 20 minutes to complete.
 Shiotsu developed the format of judging students on their mean times, adapting it to a
computer-based test in which each stimulus would appear one at'a time. 12 items were derived
from Haynes' study for the first three kinds of test (ail 4 letters). Shiotsu claims that only l2 of
each kind were necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of student performance, since individual
items' mean reaction times could be measured accurately by the programme. As for the
synonym/antonym pairs, 36 were chosen from Haynes' 48 (A mean 4.89 letters varying from 3
to 9 letters in length.) Testees were to push 'S' or `D' on a keyboard. Since latency information
was obtained for each pair, Shiotsu decided to reduce the number of items from 48 to 12 for
each category.
 Japanese university students were divided into 2 groups, based on above or below average
performance on a reading test. There were 4 short passages of around 170 words which
required students to answer comprehension questions pertaining to the overall meaning of the
text 20 questions were carefully prepared so that they were not simply a search of verbatim
information or could be answered by paraphrasing information.
 Results for the 67 students who completed all tests are summarized in table 1.
 Concerning the first question of reliability, S/A items were highest at .84, and pseudo-words
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (N = 67)
k Min Max Mean SD Reliability
Reading20 1 19 12.25 4.72 .85
Word 12 653 1369 922.08155.18 .74
Pseu 12 701 1506 1004.75179.92 .65
Irrg. 12 705 2023 1151.45260.84 .75
S/A 36 950 2502 1564.52362.17 .84
the lowest at .65. The second question asked if Japanese EFL readers are affected when the
target stimuli are pseudo-words, or illegal Ietter strings. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed
a significant effect of the stimulus type F (1.443, 9523)=150.828, p〈O.OOI.
  By extension, Shiotsu claims that the second question of whether pseudo-words or illegal letter
strings affect Japanese students is elucidated. Like the Taiwanese subjects in Haynes' study,
here too the Japanese students were slower at responding to pseudo-words than real words and
slower again at pseudo-words.
  Concerning the third question of whether good readers are faster at recognizing words,
Shiotsu divided his group into two, those above average and those below, and considered their
results on the lexical decisions tasks. The results are shown in Table 2.
  In particular the difference in reaction time to the synonym/antonym task is pronounced, with
stronger readers showing markedly faster judgment time. The results for the other tasks were
much less clear-cut There clearest difference between the readers was on the word decision
task although the gap was only 51 milliseconds between the two groups. On the irregular string
decision task, there was a similar gap of 47 milliseconds, but this was in favour of the weaker
readers.





























 shiotsu provides reasonable evidence that a Iexical test of synonym/antonym recognition is
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more closely linked with passage reading ability than easier same-or-different decision tasks.
However, several aspects of Shiotsu's experimental procedure can be questioned. To put his
findings in perspective, I will present the results of my own smal1 replication of a similar set of
lexical decision tasks which prove to be at odds with some of the findings reported above.
Further, Shiotsu's findings are not consistent with separate research by Haynes and Carr,
published a year after the work replicated here. All told, this leads me to suspect that Shiotsu's
findings are compromised by his methodology.
  The first point on which Shiotsu can be criticized is the title of his work. Rather than
elucidating the doubtless complex issue of individual differences in L2 recognition speed in his
study, as promised in the title, he simply reports group means. This is an odd situation since it
was to elucidate individual differences, and latencies to each test item, that Shiotsu recreated
Haynes' study using a computer in the first place. In facL Shiotsu provides no compelling reason
why this research needed to be done on computer. He could have come to the same conclusions
by using paper-based tests, as Haynes did. In fact he may have compromised his findings. One
can imagine, for example, that since testees were allowed to relax between each item and
proceed to the next when they were ready, there was a qualitative difference in testing
conditions from Haynes' study, in which her subjects rushed down the lists of items on the page
as quickly as possible. Although latencies for each type are reported, we do not know how well
the subjects might have perfbrmed in comparison to native speakers, or against an imposed time
limit This would have easily provided some measure of individual variability.
  Second, it is odd that Shiotsu would choose to reduce the number of items in his test from the
original 48 of each type to only 12 (36 in the case of the S/A items.) The criteria for their
selection are not described. He claims he did this because latency information for individuals
could be measured accurate!y by computer (although he does not actually report this). This is a
very small sample size to assess performance on the three kinds of stimuli. One can imagine this
smal1 sample size would not be reliable. Evidence for this comes from the results for irregular
strings. Below average readers perfbrmed more strongly on this category (1125.42 msecs) than
those above average (1172.5 msecs.) The difference between the pseudQword latencies was also
very small. Concerning this, Koda (2005: 185) asserts that pseudo-word naming is one of the
most reliable measures dfferentiating strong and weak high school readers. Conversely, Siegel
 (1998: 146) reports that chi1dren with low scores on reading tests may not have poor recognition
or decoding skills. Clearly these are very complex issues and surely cannot be reliably elucidated
with 12-item sets of stimuli.
  With regard to the two points above, I created my own version of the four lexical decision
tests, preceded by a practice session. (Appendix l) I included 20 items in each type of test I
ensured that all words had 4 letters, including the S/A task (unlike Shiotsu's which varied up to
9 letters.) All real words came from the top 2K bands of the JACET 8000 lists, and many from
the IK band (see below for a sample of my handout) I imposed a uniform time limit to find out
how many items could be completed in each category. I experimented unti1 I settled on a 20
Second time limit in which only a small number of students were able to finish al1 the items in
the real word decision condition, which was reported as being the easiest Mean latency was
foUnd by dividing the number of seconds (20) by the score. The results were as fo11ows.
  Disregarding the slower latencies (probably due to time spent marking the page compared to
tapping a key on a computer keyboard), what is arresting here is that scores for both the
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Table 3: Score by Time limit (n. = 47)
  score













pseudo-words and irregular strings were higher than for the real words. This is at completely at
odds with Shiotsu and Haynes' findings whereby the latencies for the first three types were
progressively slower amongst EFL Iearners. I predicted my finding was due to a test habituation
effect Therefore I had another class of 24 students take the tests but with pseudo-words first
irregular string seconds and real words third. As I predicted, this time the score of the' real
word quiz was the highest, as is predicted by Haynes' original investigation using 48 items per
















  The differential between my two data sets is almost certainly due to test order. It is possib!e
 that in Haynes' sets of 48 items, also done on paper, the tests were long enough for the true
 relationships between the item types to appear. The difficulty for Shiotsu is that he used only
 sets of 12 items. Although his results mainly coincide with Haynes', I posit his findings are
 actually unreliable. These results also point out how the design of test instruments can
 unpredictably infiuence test data.
  A more serious problem for Shiotsu's argument comes from Haynes and Carr (1990), an
 extended discussion of the research that is replicated here. Based on their results, they write,
`speeded tasks such as "' lexical semantic matching of synonym-antonym pairs are related to
the megsures of reading speed, but not to the measure of readiirg co27iprehension.' (p.405, my
emphasis added) Although Shiotsu provides apparentiy plausible results, it is reasonable to
conclude that he was not measuring what he believed he was. Possibly his reading instrument
was not as reliable as he thought, or that his synonym-antonym decision task, which came last in
his battery, provided results which were compromised by the lack of test validity. At any rate,
!his research paper. constitutes a warning about the dangers of extrapolating too many
inferences from seemingly reliable instruments, when in reality multiple complicating issues may
be present Specifically, when attempting to measure word recognition eMciency, researchers
need to co.nstruct tests that are as context-free as possible, since it is known that higher level
processes in reading can obscure deficits in word recognition fiuency. To achieve a `clean' test
(Stanovich, p487), it is necessary to account for                                      memory, strategy, motivation effects etc. No test
can be pure, but it is probable that Shiotsu's investigation became unexpectedly contaminated.
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Critical Review 2: Jacobsen, 1995
 In this short paper, Jacobson describes a fast and practical method of testing groups of people
for dyslexia. The test instrument is comprised of two separate pencil-and-paper tests called
Word Chain and Letter Chain. The relative performance on these tests is used to calculate a
Word Recognition Index (WRI), with a low score indicating specific reading diihculties. Jacobson
claims that the rapid completion time of the test (5 minutes) makes it ideal for classroom use in
assessing recognition skill. The paper describes two experiments. One is a cross-sectional study
of normal development of WRI, and the other explores WRI in dyslexic families.
Summary
 To calculate WRI, subjects take the Word Chain test first. Each test item is a continuous
string of three high frequency words (length 2 to 7 letters/word), such as:
boygomeet 〉〉 boy/go/meet
 All words should be in the children's vocabulary. The subjects' task is to mark the boundary
between the words with pencil strokes. There are l20 items and the test has a time limit of
three minutes. Next, subjects take the Letter Chain test Subjects have to segment a string of
capitalized letters, marking the point where the same letter appears twice. For example:
OUCCNEMHHE 〉〉 OUC/CNEMH7HE
 There are 80 items and the time limit is 90 seconds. A low score on the Word Chain and a
normal seore on the Letter Chain indicates word recognition problems. Jacobson claims that
since the testing time in Word Chain (180 seconds) is 100% longer than the Letter Chain (90
seconds), a person with perfect word recognition ability theoretically should have 100% higher
raw score in the Word chain. This would equate to a recognition index of 100. Individuals with
the same score on both tests would get a score of O. Young children or adults with dyslexia may
have a negative WRI value. The formula for calculating WRI from the two component tests is:
WRI = 100 × (WCh-LCh)/Lch
 The first experiment focused on the normal development of perfOrmance on Word Chain and
Letter Chain and WRI. Jacobson tested 150 school children ranging in age from 8-16 (grades
1"9)･ Data on college students, teacher students and teachers (up to age 65) were included. The
results showed that ability on Word Chain progressed steadily from age 8 onward, peaking with
Student teachers in their 20s, before dropping back slightly in more mature people. Normal
development on the Letter Chain Test was less marked and the change over time was much
flatter, stabilizing after the age of 8 or 9. Girls did better than boys in each grade. WRI values
rOse rapidly from grade 1 to 5, and then were rather stable. In grade 2, the WRI was near zero,
Whereas in normal adult groups, WRI is about 90 indicating that word recognition is largely
automatic.
 The second experiment used the Word Chain Test to conduct an investigation of 32 American
faMilies comprising 140 individuals aged 16-75. 5 levels of reading and spelling skills were
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identified. Level O had no problems, and were used as a control group. Besides the Word Chain
Test, the test battery consisted of a spelling test, a non-word reading test and a test of
intellectual ability. Those who failed in all three reading and spelling tests were classified as
having the most severe dyslexia, belonging to level 4. Persons who succeeded with one of the
tests were classified as belonging to levei 3 and persons who succeeded in two of the three tests
to level 2. Level l were people who self-reported as dyslexic but for whom disability was not
indicated by the test battery. The results are shown in table 5.
Table 5. WRI and average scores of Werd and Letter Chains fer subjects classified on five
       levels of reading ability, aged 16-75































  An ANOVA showed significant differences between the 5 levels in WRI as well as Word and
Letter Chains. The WRI is very low in level 4, corresponding to normal WRI for children aged
about 8 years old. Jacobson reports that a WRI uRder 10 iR adults seems to be a good indication
of dyslexia, on condition that the number of word chains processed is below a certain limiL A
low WRI combined with a iow result on Word Chain has proved to be a quick and reliable
method of identifying dyslexics. Many dyslexics aiso seem to have a slow processing speed in
the Letter ChaiR Test Low scores oR both tests could indicate a generally low processing speed.
It is noticeable from these results that the proportion of women to men markedly declines from
level e to 4.
  The reliabiiity ef the Word Chain was good. Test-retest correlation (Spearman) with a 12
month gap between measurements was r=.80 to .90 in different groups from grade 1-6. The
figure for Letter Chain was somewhat lower. The correlation betweeR the Word Chain Test and
a le minute silent reading was r=.72.
Critlque
  In thls section, I will outline seme aspects of this test format which mark it out as very
sensible. NexL I wili highlight a problematic issue with the interpretatlon of the word recognition
iRdex. FiRally, based en the results of a small-scale ifivestigation ef my students' WRI, I will ask
whether thls test ceuld also be appticable to the measurement of EFL learners' development of
werd decodiRg ability.
  First, this test format has several praisewerthy points. From a practical testing point of view,
it is easy te dispense, easy to mark aRd calculate and is apparentiy highly reliable iR its ability to
distiRguish differeRt levels of severity of decodiRg disabillty. These features beceme relevant iR
light ef the characteristics ef dyslexia and its effects. Peeple with dyslexia have difficulty in
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decoding single words due to an insufficient knowledge of spelling-sound correspondences
(Stanovich, 1982). However, people with dyslexia may compensate for this by using textual
comprehension strategies, and go undiagnosed for a long period of time. The obvious advantage
of a quick, easy test format such as Jacobson's is that it can be used to identify people with
minimum fuss. if deployed in the classroom, teachers need litt!e training in its use, and it can be
marked fairly rapidly. Despite the large number of items on the test (120 and 80), with a little
ingenuity marking of a large number of papers could be made very rapid with the use of a mask
to place over each answer sheet to reveal if the segmentation marks are drawn in the correct
place. Conceivably a single answer sheet could be done in 30 seconds, with the result that a class
of 30 could be tested in a matter of minutes.
  A related pertinent feature is the large number of words which appear in the Word Chain
Test. In only 3 minutes, 360 basic items of vocabulary are potentially tested (120 chains × 3
constituent words). This ensures that a significant proportion of basic words that children or
more mature people should be able to recognize are taken into account The issue of the sample
size in word tests is one which has been made by Meara (1996, p3940). Where the sample is
small (for example 20 items) this represents only 1% of the most frequently occurring 2,OOO
words. However, Jacobson's method would resu!t in an impressive 18% coverage of the same
range of words. In Jacobson's research on dyslexia, the size of the sample is an important factor.
First, if an attempt is being made to diagnose the condition, it is important to base such
judgments on as large a sample as possible. Second, many English words have pronunciations
that are not rule-governed and the development towards automatic visual recognition is delayed
in dyslexic people because of incomplete knowledge of spelling-sound correspondences. (Bruck,
1990, p440) A large coverage of words in the test would include a large number of such dithcult-
to-read items.
  Notwithstanding the praise offered above, there is one aspect of the calculation of WRI which
requires comment Jacobson claims that a person with "perfect" word recognition ability should
have a 100% higher raw score in Word Chain, resulting in a WRI of 100. Since the maximum
score in Letter Chain is 80, a 100 higher raw score in Word Chain would be 160, 40 more than
the number of items. A perfect score in both tests results, in facL in a WRI of 50 as shown in
hypothetical cases in Table 6. Further, due to variations in individuals (tiredness, interest,
waning motivation etc.) it is conceivable two individuals could achieve the results in cases 2 or 3,
resulting in a much higher or lower WRL AIso, it is difficult to know what to make of a WRI of O
resulting from two difurent results on the Word Chain test, as shown in cases 4 and 5. Jacobson
doesn't directly deal with this issue, only claiming that a `ViTRI' under 10 in adults seems to be a
Table 6 Hypothetical scores and resulting WRI values
CasesWChscoreLChscoreWRIvalue
1 120 80 50
2 75 45 66.6
3 70 55 27.3
4 70 70 o
5 45 45 o
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good indication of dyslexia, on condition that the number of word chains processed is below a
certain limit.' (p265) It is not clear where this limit might lie.
  Although Jacobson presents this as a group test, the clear implication of his study is that this
method can be used for identifying individuals with decoding inability. A further query is why
Jacobson chose to use capital letters in Letter Chain.
  I investigated these issues on a group of 35 non-English majors. I created my own version of
the Word/Letter Chain test (Appendix 2) The scores for WRI went from 51 to "14 with a mean
of -10. There was a wide variety of score profiles among the students, and few had a predictable
balance between Word Chain and Letter Chain. Some of the more perplexing results are shown
in table 7. The student with the highest WRI (case 1) did so only on account of going very
slowly on the Letter Chain section. The other two scored higher than her on Word Chain yet
ended up with a lower WRI on account of correctly marking a higher number of Letter Chains.
So it would appear that to assume a common speed factor between Word Chain and Letter
Chain would not be valid among my Japanese students, at least
Table 7: Real samples from English non-majors.
CasesWChscoreLChscoreWRIvalue
1 53 35 51
2 63 63 o
3 57 76 -25
  Although Jacobson's statistics revealed WRI to be reliable in the identification of already
diagnosed dyslexics, I question if there is any causal relationship between pembrmance on Word
Chain and Letter Chain, even with his subjects. ]Zf there is, it does not seem to be present in the
scores of the students presented above.
  Finally, could WRI be used to track the development of non-dyslexic Japanese students, but
who do have substantially incomplete word decoding ability? The same group of 35 students
took QLex with lst order approximation items. I found that there was a somewhat stronger
correlation          between       Word Chain raw scores and QLex raw scores (Spearman Rank Order)
p=.59 than between WRI and QLex raw scores, p =.46. This suggests that the Word Chain test
alone measures a similar skill of word identification.
  In conclusion, although Jacobson's format seems to be very praiseworthy there does seem to
be some        doubt about the inter-pretation of results, at least as far as applying the test to a
Japanese context is concerned. This may be due to the complication of conflating two processes,
wgrq segment.ation and letter segmentation, assuming they are comparable entities. At any rate,
this issue reminds us of the complexities that are quickly encountered, in designing tests of basic
recognition skills, when additional constructs are invoked by the design of the instrument
Critical Review 3: Laufer & Nation, 2001.
  The authors of this papgr conducted a large-scale test to investigate the relationships between
fluency and vocabulary size, and word frequency level. The aim of the test is to measure the
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seed with which a subject matches a target word with its meaning. The instrument was a
computerized version of the Vocabulary Levels Test (`VORST'). OveralI, `speed of retrieval' was
moderately related to vocabulary size and word frequency. It also was found that the speed of
NNS meaning recognition decreased with decreasing word frequency whereas that for NS was
more homogenous across vocabulary frequencies. Content validity for the test is also claimed on
the grounds that the recognition of word meanings, not only word forms, is tapped by this
testing method.
Summary
 Laufer and Nation (L&N) assert that it is important to be able to measure fluency of access
as it affects language use, for example in reading comprehension. Word knowledge alone is not
suilicient in this regard. They also claim their research is useful in addressing the theoretical
issue of whether fluency is related to an integrated system of knowledge or whether it is item
related. However, their interest is primarily in the practical issue of testing vocabulary
performan.ce in a way that approximates language use. Specifically, they aimed to develop a
measure of `word form recognition and the association of meaning to that form: (p.10) L&N
devised the Voca-bulary Recognition Speed Test (VORST), a computerized test incorporating a
timing element The basic procedure of the original VLT paper test is retained. However, along









 In response to this, the student should type in the correct number from amongst the choices
On offer. Correctness of response is not shown. The program records the time from the
appearance of each item to the moment a number (1-6) is pushed on the keyboard. The next
screen is then displayed with the same block of six words, and a new word or phrase to match.
After answering, a third screen is shown with a new item and the same block of six words.
Once the three definitions have been matched, testees are offered the chance to amend their
answers. if a new choice is made, this response time is substituted for the original time. The
aVerage response times in each block of six words and three items were recorded as were the
aVerage response time in the entire word frequency level. VORST is partly adaptive. In a given
frequency level, if all 9 items are correctly answered, the program does not continue testing this
level･ However, if only one mistake is made, all six blocks are tested. This was to save time･ L&N




Is there a difference in response times between groups with different vocabulary sizes?
What is the correlation between response times and vocabulary size?
What is the variance in response times of people with the same vocabulary correctness
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   sceres?
4) Pe the same people have differeRt respoRse times to words at different irequeRcy levels?
  $u'bjects with a wide 'v'ariety ef ERglish vocabulary size were choseR. There were 454 subiects
et -w'-hoi'R- l3 were Rative speakers. The rest were university studeRts whese matlve lafiguages
+w'+ere Rebrew' . Rg$slaR and Arablc. Of these l2 were Engllsh majers, altheugh the rest had
pa$$ed a $taRdaydized eittrance examiRatien inc}udiRg English. Nene ef the subiects were told
that the+y' w"eald be timed al{}}e"gh they were instructed to haish as fast as possible. The test
has 5 lev'els (2.K. 3K gWL. 5K and leK). Eack level has 6 blocks with three items. This makes a
tetal pesslble sceye ef 9e,
  Ist' the resglts, Kuder=RichardsoR 21 vaiues for the cerrectRess sceres for the 5 levels ef the
{est were as follews: 2eee level 82; 3Cee level .8e U" I. .?3: 5eee level .79 and the }e9ee leve} .:74.
  Su}}jects were spljt lnto feur groups: these scerlRg less than }5 were exclnded. Group i kad a
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Tabte 9: Correlations between vocabulary size and speed of response in NNSs.


















had very similar mean latencies of for each level of around 4.57 to 5.44 seconds. SD (1.4--1.6)
and variance values (1.9"-2.8) were also were far lower.
Table 10: Correct Response Time of NNSs



















 Concerning the last question of vocabulary frequency and response latencies, not all the
testees were able to do all parts of the test. Further only those who had at least 6 correct
answers at a level were compared. Table 11 shows the mean differences in response times
between each pair of frequencies. The significance of the difference in indicated by "(p〈.Ol), "'
(p〈.OOI). A Repeated Measures comparison of four levels (3K, 5K, UWL, 10K) was performed
on 35 subjects. There was a significance clifference between the four response speed means F
(32,3)=23.09, p〈.OOI. All means except UWL and 5K were significantly different from each other.
To compare more learners, 178 were eompared on 3K, UWL and 5K. This too produced a
significant difference (F(176,2)=61.69, p〈.OOI). 225 students could only do the 3K and UWL
levels and they also prgduced a significant ditference with a t-test value (t=12.04, p〈.OOI). These
results show that the less frequent words take longer to match with their meanings.























    In this section, I will consider VORST from the two perspectives of content and construct
  validity. Although this paper provides some impressive evidence in answer to the four questions
  asked, I have some strong doubts about the use of the Vocabulary Levels Test format for the
  purpose of measuring speed of meaning recognition. Not least of these is that research on the
  format of the traditional VLT is still ongoing and is revealing important limitations about its
  capability as a test instrument merely of vocabulary size. The VLT was originally intended as a
  simple diagnostic tool for classroom teachers, not as a sophisticated tool for addressing complex
  psycholinguistic issues. Nevertheless, L&N blithely press the VLT into use as a test of the
  complex relationship between semantic access eMciency and vocabulary size. This is something
  the format is specifically not designed for. This does not a priori render the findings of this
  paper invalid, but we must consider this issue quite carefully.
   Certainly this incarnation of the Vocabulary Levels Test is another interesting, and
 idiosyncratic, contribution from Laufer and Nation. In the past, they adapted the VLT to the
 measurement of productive knowiedge (Laufer and Nation, 1999). In that case, the claims made
 for the test received unenthu-siastic reviews (e.g. Read, p.125). This was partly due to the odd
 task whereby testees had to complete partially deleted words. The task was inconsistent
 because the blanks to be filled in were not of consistent length, resulting on confusion about
 whether the test was actuaily one of productive knowledge. Although learners at higher levels
 of proficiency did better than those of lower proficiency, in the words of one prominent
 commentator, 'this finding does not give any specific insight into the meaning of the test scores.'
 (Read, 2000, p.l25)
   Similar doubts can be expressed for VORST. Although the main finding of this research(speed
 on a frequency level increased only when learners' vocabulary size progressed far beyond that
 level) is very interesting, there is reason to be cautious. For example, the demands on the
 testees are not consistent through the test The length of the six definitions in each block varies,
 with the highest frequency 2K type having an average of only 2.7 words for each definition
 while                  (figures taken from Nation's original 1990 version,) This could make athe 5K has 4.6.
 ponsid.erable difference in reading time, especially if testees read each definition twice. A related
I.ss,Eg,bs.,gl,at,,L&,,N,,,cl,ai,m,,.th,e¥,2r,eip,ti',;s,ke,d,t",Va,:,lga.s,urs,,lil,g,t.2io,s,el,y.,a.,p.p,r.o,x.i,m,a.te,'.,1.2n,g,2a,gg
in word recognition testing by having testees match words to their meanings. However, when
1±ie definition.s yary so much (from 1 word to as many as 9), the central issue of how much time
is spent retrieving words from memory is obscured by cognitive processing effects entailed in
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All told, VORST does not conform to Stanovich's cal1 for `clean tests'. In the business of measure
very specific psychological phenomena, we need to keep our measures as simplified as possible.
At least on this front VORST lacks transparency.
 li we now consider the test from the perspective of construct validity there are more reasons
to be cautious. As we have seen, L&N highlight the two variables of word frequency and
recognition time, and imply that the interaction of these two factors alone is responsibie for the
results presented in the paper. A key variable left completely unmentioned in this paper is
guessing. Research on answering behaviour in VLT has shown that item dependence in clusters
can result in testees having as much as a 50% chance of guessing an item correctly, if they have
confidently answered the first two items. (Kamimoto, 2006)
 Further, Schmitt et al. (2001) indicated that high proficiency students might have a greater
propensity to guess successfully. I tried to investigate how the 10K level might be answered by
interviewing an acquaintance with extensive overseas study experience in English literature. I
rewrote all the items frbm Scimitt et al's IOK level (they had 10 clusters with 60 items) in a
long, unbroken !ist and showed them to her. I asked her to mark each item with a `!', 'X' or `?'
to indicate･her degree of knowledge of these items. This produced the fo11owing results:
Table 12: Results of a high-ability Japanese subject
,,tr x ?





 After she did the 10K level, and despite being asked not to guess, she finished all the test
items having successfully guessed 13 items, yet her overal1 score was only 20 out of a possible
30. However, she Was still unable to provide any translation fbr most of these guessed items in
Japanese. What I understood from her was that her advanced morphological knowledge of
English allowed her to creatively navigate her way around the test selecting words that seemed
to match, but in many cases without having any idea of their meaning. For example, `benevolence'
was correctly matched based on a supposed association to `benefit', `salve' on an association to
`Salvation' and `vindictive' on an association to `victim'. This is clearly very problematic. The
greater general sophistication of morphological knowledge that accompanies the ability needed
tO respond to items at this level appears to allow some testees to initially bypass the need for
any partial knowledge (the construct VLT wants to examine) and instead encourages
answering on the basis of tangential hunches, which nevertheless seem plausible to the subject
I would argue this condition does not fal1 within `partial' knowledge. In the case of my informant
the construction of the test has apparently distorted her knowledge into a higher score, with the
COnstruction characteristics of the ciuster having induced her to answer, which I posit, is
dfferent from guessing.
  What this analysis shows is that, in addition, to guessing, there are other strategies which
teStees may use through the lower level frequency items with unknown effects on speed of
anSwering. If even partial knowledge of items cannot be vouchsafed by this method, it makes no
SenSe to attempt to link word meanings to recognition speed, and further to draw conclusions
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from the comparison to high frequency levels concerning the development of the L2 lexicon.
Such a mutually exclusive link simply does not exist
  In conclusion, VORST provides tantalizing views into the relationship between size and access
speed to words in memory. Describing the contours of such a relationship is of too crucial
importance to take these findings on face value, even though the results do point in an
intuitively appealing direction. The reason for this is that as an instrument VORST is almost
certainly affected by confounding factors that the authors simply pay no attention to.
 lnterlude
  One of the problems with studies such as those by Laufer & Nation and Shiotsu is that their
 results are compromised by controllable factors to the extent that it becomes unclear what
 exactly is being measured. In this sense, their tests lack validity by failing to strictly follow
Stanovich's dictum of a `clean test'. The interactionalist position of researchers such as Chapelle
 (1998), who insist that vocabulary ability must only be investigated in the context of real
reading tasks, creates diMculties that unnecessarily obfuscate specific processes of L2 lexical
development Chapelle claims, for instance, that lexical recognition can only be considered while
a subject is actually reading since mental processes will differ qualitatively depending on context
and demands of the task. My answer is that this view assumes that reading is a primarily top-
down process, and moreover contextual factors such as topic and content difficulty, and
individual factors such as background knowledge or motivation exert primary infiuence on
reading and comprehension. Yet, this view disregards the wealth of research findings which
demonstrate that word recognition skill alone does not have a strong causal relationship with
reading comprehension, Word recognition skill is but one of many important elements that make
up the suite of necessary skills for reading. It is quite feasible that a good reader can have word
recognition speed that is markedly slower than the average for people similarly matched in
reading comprehension skill, and wider L2 proficiency. As learners become more advanced these
individual differences undoubtedly subside. Yet, at lower levels these differences can go
unnoticed and possibly untreated.
  One important purpose of L2 word recognition research is to elucidate the cross-linguistic
effects on reading between different orthographical systems. (e.g. between Japanese and
English) The native language of a L2 learner `embeds habits of mind, instilling specific
processing mechanisms' (Koda, p9) that remain engaged even while reading in the new L2. The
implication is that proficiency in L2 decoding does not appear as a direct causal effect of
experience in the new language: language processing and linguistic knowledge are separate
competencies. Further, people who are proficient at reading in their first language will not
necessarily be good in their second. Another key issue is the importance of phonological
awareness of the new L2 orthography, and its connection to rapid word recognition ability.
Those students for whom phonological decoding is influenced by their Ll may, ironically, end up
over-relying on context as a compensatory strategy (Koda, 2005). Although use of context to aid
comprehension is regularly recommended for readers at any level (e.g. figuring out the meaning
of an unknown word or for 'reading between the lines'), this popular advice is strongly rooted in
Ll reading research where decoding issues are not nearly as pressing. The advice of Goodman
(1967) that reading is a 'psycholinguistic guessing' game, in which readers try to predict
meaning based on global text features, in the way that learners do in Ll, de-emphasizes the
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importance of the bottom-up aspect of text-decoding for foreign language learners. Even the
reading processes of advanced learners of English are influenced by their Ll habits. At lower
levels, ineficient reading places a heavy burden on short-term memory, making comprehension
diMcult This results in 1arge individual dfferences the reasons for which are not always clear to
teachers, learners or indeed researchers. Chapelle makes no concession to this consideration. Yet
it would seem far easier to define constructs by carefully attempting to isolate them in tests
designed to be as independent of context and content as possible, so that investigations are not
hopelessly clouded by extraneous factors.
Part 2
A test of Iexical accessibility through ability of visual word-recognition
lntroduction and Background
 This section reports the results of a timed word recognition test, `Q-Lex'. In this research,
accessibility of words is taken to be one of the three components of lexicons, along with size and
organization. (Meara, 1996) The focus here is not with the reaction time of individual words per
se, but with average reaction-time across al1 test items. The greater number of words that a
student can identify within the time limit the more automatic recognition is.
 In lexical decision tasks, the dfference between native speakers and L2 learners in reaction
time is in the order of tens of milliseconds. This is too smal1 to be accurately gauged without
specialized equipment. Therefore, even if speed of accessibility of words improves with
increasing proficiency, and thus potentially is a relevant measure of progress, tracking the
development of this aspect of learners' lexical competence has not been possible for teachers.
Performance in an earlier, similar test of accessibility was found to correlate with other tests of
2nd language perfbrmance. (LarnberL p203, 1990)
  Q-Lex is designed to measure speed of recognition using a personal computer, making it
suitable for tracking the 'progress of students enrolled in language courses. The test presents 50
high-frequency words. These words are hidden against a mask of surrounding letters, as in this
example: pajlchanceacdut where the hidden item is `chance'. As quickly as possible, testees click
with a mouse to stop the timer and select the correct answer from a choice of four words, as
shown below. The masks are designed to delay recognition-time to a degree measurable'by a
personal computer.
  In the test, all words are tested on native speakers. Especially for basic vocabulary, the
recognition time of native speakers represents an objective standard against which it can be
measured how automatized students' recognition ability has become. The average reaction time
from native speakers is taken and from this a norm value for each word is calculated using the
formula ((2 × SD)+RT). As an example, a word with a mean native speaker reaction time of
1000 milliseconds may have a standard deviation of 250. In this case, the norm for this item
would be 1500 milliseconds. tt a student's reaction time in the test to the same item is less than
1500 milliseconds, she is credited with 1 point if it is more than 1500 milliseconds, she gets O. (2
Standard deviations around the value is taken as being statistically related to a given value, by
convention.)
  Q-Lex makes it possible to investigate patterns of change in accessibility over time, for
example whether access initially improves gradually or rapidly. If the test is to prove useful, it is
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important to investigate the how it perEbrms in various situations, This experiment will focus in
particular on consistency of recognition of the same items over time. The failure to re-identify
words in subsequent tests is problematic since consistency probably implies answering the same
items m repeated tests. This is turn may indicate stability of knowledge of words.
















Early Results and Challenges in this Research
  The most important aim of this research is to establish that Q-Lex can reliably measure
progress in word recognition over time. This has been provisionally established by the findings
shown in table 2,1. (Coulson, 2005) Two classes of English-major students, one firsFyear, the
other second-year took the sarne test The abilities of the second-year class were similar to the
firsVyear class based on the results ef a well-known proficiency test taken when they were in
the first year of their course. The investigation revealed that a year of ful1-time study resulted in
a score ef 22,8 for the second-year students compared to the first Further reaction-time latencies
also showed a difference based on an extra year of study.
TabTe 2.1. Mean number of items recognized by students taking the test tor the first time.
        (n.=93)
2004yeargroup(n.=50)DC05yeargroup(n.=43〉Meanscore(max.50)17.27.9 22.89.8
MeanReactionTSrne(MS)2070348 1930341
  However, the subjects' scores on Q-Lex often lack consistency. That is, the second time
subjects take the test, to varying degrees they fail to answer the same items within the
statistical norm that they answered them the first time. This is an important issue since I would
expect words that are autornatically accessible to students should be recognized much more
consistently than they are. Certainly, randomly reeognizing items in different tests dees not
instill confidence that this test reliably taps the ability of students to recognize the words in
masks. There rnay be several factors behind this. Weaker students whose automaticity in
English word-recognition skill is less developed may have trouble in accessing their L2 iexicon
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as reliably as more advanced learners. A more troubling cause of this phenomenon may be the
design of the test itsel£ Therefore, it is important to elucidate this issue.
 In earlier experiments many students reported being able to identify the English-like letter
combinations of the beginning of the target word buried in the string. This strategy of correctiy
answering the test items falls short of what is required in a test of (whole-word) word
recognition. The letters of the surrounding mask frequently do not combine with the letters of
the hidden word to create highly probable letter combinations in English. For example, the word
`family' which is contained in the fo11owing item utrfamil o hea is particularly conspicuous
due to the incongruous surrounding letters of the mask. The first plausible English-like
combination to appear is `fam'. On the basis of only this, it appears that some subjects have been
pushing the `stop' button.
 There are two ways around this. The first one is to devise entirely new masks for the test
words which blend more effectively with the target word. The aim here is to blend the word
more naturally with the target word.
 The other method is to use distractors in the answer screen which, as far as possible, share
the same first two or three letters of the target word. For example, for `arrive' the four multiple
choice answers are [arrive.around.artistarrest]. It is hoped that this will discourage testees from
attempting to rely on syllable recognition when they are confronted with various alternatives
that begin with a similar letter combination.
The Methodology and Development of Masking Strings
 The masking Strings which have been used so far in this research are composed of first-order
approximation (`10A') letter strings. Here, the letters which surround the target word have
been selected at random from an English text This is difilerent from simply picking letters at
random since an English text naturally reflects the statistical distribution of !etters in English.
Miller (1963:85) The letter `e', for example, will be far more commonly picked than a letter 'z'.
This results in strings which do not closely resemble English-letter combinations. As in the
example discussed, above the letters surrounding 'family' do not closely resemble plausible
English lett'er combinations.
 It is also possible to make second-order approximations are made in the following way. From
an English text a double-letter combination is chosen. For example, `se' is chosen (from 'Second'
at the beginning of this paragraph.) The next letter must be one which is statistically likely to
follow the letter `e'. The text is scanned to locate the next example of a letter `e', and the
fo11owing letter to it in that word is selected. This gives `ser', (the `r' being taken from the word
the word `order'.) The next occurring `r' appears in `approximation' and the following letter 'o' is
appended, making `sero'.
  This method quite frequently results in real 3- and 4-letter words. These can appear as
independent words in the surrounding string or can be extensions of the hidden 6-letter word.
In either case, they are an obvious distraction from the task of finding the intended word, and
need to be removed to leave a string which has only the appearance of English non-words. In
the item ithattackieves `attack' may be most obviously visible but the presence of 'th' before
`attack' combines to create a distracting 4-letter word `that', which may attract the eyes of EFL




  The ideal item is one in which the target word is masked by letter combinations which blend
more authentically with its border letters. It is hoped that the testee may need to identify the
target word more completely, rather than rely on constituent syllables. The word `family' in a
20A string becomes: lolfamilypedede This should be harder to identify than its counterpart
10A item utrfamilypoghea discussed earlier.
  The masking methodology is not; at any rate, perfect since in both first-order and second-
order approximation strings the juxtaposition of certain letters at the word and mask border,
such as consonants or vowels, may have an effect in making the word more or less obvious.
However, it is diihcult to predict which items will better discriminate learners. Therefore for this
experiment no further selection of items was attempted for the test once the items had been
constructed. Concerning the masking methodology, the hypothesis tested in this experiment is
that 20A will be answered more slowly, but more reliably than 10A strings.
Method
  50 words for testing were selected from the top IK and 2K bands of the JACET 8000 (2005)
vocabulary frequency list. The mean frequency of these words was 950. These words were
embedded in both 10A and 20A strings, to create two parallel sets of items, They are shown in
appendix 3. The items were all six-letter words.
  45 students took the version with first-order approximations strings and 43 took the test
containing the newly made 20A strings. Both groups were from the same year and were
equivalent in terms of TOEIC scores; (458 vs. 467). The second 10A test was administered 6
months after the first to 35 of the original students. The second 20A test was administered 4
months after the first to 19 of the original students.
  Data from 60 native speakers mostly in their 20s or 30s was gathered. 29 took the 10A strings
version, and 31 the 20A version. Reaction time norms for each of the 50 items were calculated
by taking the mean reaction time of native speakers and adding to it twice the standard
deviation of the reaction time. ((2 × SD)+RT). Outlier values in native speaker times were
removed by the Smirnov-Grubbs test at the O.Ol significance level. With this tesL values that
looh extreme and certainties for rejection sometimes prove not to be. Conversely, the Smirnov-
Grubbs test sometimes identified one or more outliers in the same set of one native speaker that
looked quite reliable. Overal1, the mean time of the 50 norm values increased from 3.0 seConds to
3.8 seconds in 10A items, and from 3.4 seconds to 4.6 seconds for the 20A items, after the
removal of outliers by this method. The largest norm value in the 10A set was 9500 msecs and
in the 20A set 16200 msecs (162 seconds). See the discussion section for more on this issue.
  The masking strings were made by sampling the text from a popular science book. The target
words were then inserted at different positions in the strings to ensure students were not able
simply to identifY the words by looking at the same place each time. The position of the same
word in the 10A and 20A strings was the same to make comparison easier. The three
distractors for the answer screen were made as similar as possible. They were also 6-letter
words, and as far as possible started with the same syllable. However, sometimes it was
impossible to find three 6-letter words which all began with the same three letters. For example,
the first item in the test is change. Here the distractors are chance, chatty and chundy. On
occasion it was necessary to choose distractors which students were unlikely to know since no
other alternatives could be found. For example, in the set of alternatives for the item `dinner'
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[dimmer.dining.dinner.dinghy] I thought it unlikely that either `dimmer' or `dinghy' would be
known by any subject So effectively, the only likely choices for confused testees are `dining' (in
fact 7 letters) or the correct answer `dinner'. Where possible I constructed more satisfactory
alternatives than those shown here, although many initial 3-!etter combinations only have low
frequency vocabulary items. (See appendix 4 for a full list of items and answers.)
Results
 This section will start by looking at the raw scores of students on both kinds of tests. Next it
will present the results of consistency of recognition hits across test pairs. This will include a
focus on the performance of individual students on both kinds of tests. Finally, the .relationship
between test scores and mean reaction times on the tests will be considered.
1) The results for the 10A and 20A items are shown in table 2.2.






Testlscore20.78.2 43/7 18.3Z8 38/6
Test2score26.98.346/1127.89.2 43/14
 The results in the first test showed that the less English-like strings of the 10A items allowed
students to recognize 2.4 more items (a 13% difference) than 20A did. However, there was a
notable dfference in the second test where students in the 20A test found O.9 more items on
average. The reliability (kr-21) for both tests was good. (10A=83.3; 20A=82.5) Almost all
students got a higher score on test 2 than test 1. 0nly one studentes score on the 10A set fel!
from 31 to 20 points.
2) The issue of perfbrmance consistency was investigated by checking the number of items
which students recognized in both tests. The results for both types of strings are shown in table
2.3.









score 1511 73.10/o !2.6 70.so/,
 As figur.es 2.2a and 2.2b show, variation between students, in their ability to find items '
previously recognized, was quite marked in both 10A and 20A sets of items. Students who
performed best on the 10A (figure la) test with an initially high score in test 1 (numbers 34
and 35 who scored 40 and 43 points) found, unsurprisingly, a high proportion (91%) of the same
items again. Others who had a lower score, such as numbers 2, 3, 11, 22, 24, 28 & 29 still showed
high consistency (87%) in answering the same items again. Conversely, others such as 1, 15 and
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counterpart in 10A (129% vs. 238%). This reflected in the fact that 20A test has a higher rate
of items going completely unrecognized in either test at least amongst the weaker students.





     Tl     T2
4) not recognized at




43 ---- 20--- 8 ----
39 90.7o/, 15750/o 3 37.50/o
4 9.30/o 63oo/, 5 62.se/,
7 16.30/o 126oo/. 19 2380/o
o 16 23
Table 2.4b: The performance of single subjects in 2 tests with the 20A set.
1) Tl
2) an$wered
  in Tl & T2
3) answeredineither
     Tl     T2
4) not recognized at




38 ---- IFt.." 6---
31 81.60/o 127o.6o/,4660/o





  Consistency in perfbrmance can also be assessed by looking at the speed with which students
recognize the items, Figure 2,3 shows the mean latencies of students on items recognized in Tl
and T2. Clearly. there is significantly more dificulty in recognizing the 20A items than the 10A
items at first, yet this elfect largely disappeared in the results for the second test where there is
a differential of only 70 msecs between 10A and 20A mean latencies.









 3.) The third set of results concerns the relationship between test scores and mean reactions
     . First figure 2.4a shows students' mean reaction times against NS mean reaction times andtlmes
 their associated norm values for each item. (The last 2 norms are off the scale.) The first 16
 mean values for students have a similar degree of facility, with very simiiar mean recognition
 times. The pattern of these items' latencies are close to that of native speakersZ at around 1500
 fnsecs.,From the 22"d item onward, the pattern of students' mean reaction times becomes
 increasingly unstable, as does that of the native speakers after item 33. Nevertheless, almost alr
 the.mean reaction time values of students fal1 well within the norm value. There are only two
 notrcgable exceptions (17 and 28), but they too fall just within the norm limit. Somewhat
 surprisingly, the final item shows the mean student time is faster than the mean native time.
/,,"X'j,ii.'elil,leggiO::liigE,llst2thz,aw,tzOsnion3tia;eS,?li,l,ZM,9"8A?,Pzzti,Cg;aJ,:?8,kliliC;P,O,".al,'rllLo".g,t?th2e7,:ty.
  The parallel results for the 20A string set of items (figure 2'4b) are not dissimilar although
here it is noticeable that students' mean reaction times are not as stable in the early stages.
Howevgr, tl}ere are two instances, items 10 and 12, where the students' mean time is better than
the nafives. In both cases, 7 students answered the item. With both items several students
recognized the items exceptionally quickly, at between 700 and 900 milliseconds
  Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of successful recognition hits by three students on the 20A
set of items. These are the same students who appeared in table 2.4b. The hits of the most
                (score 38150) are spread fairly evenly across the board. Moreover, most ofcornpetent student
her hits actually falI                below the mean reaction time of native speakers. In contrast most of the
hits of the average performing student (17150) fal1 in the right-hand side of the graph, and are
almost all (14) above the iine of native speakers` mean reaction time, Finally, the weakest
student's recognition hits are also on the right-hand side, but are too few to discern a clear
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Figure 2.4a: Comparison of students' mean RTs against NS mean RTs and associated
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Figure 2.4b: Comperison of students' meam RTs against NS mean RTs and associated
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pattern. The parallel analysis for the 10A test produced largely similar results with the
difference that the hits for the average scoring student were spread more evenly across the '
items frorn left to right
 Scores above a certain level on QLLex are accompanied by more stable mean reaction tirnes
than lower scores. FigureS figure 2'6a and figure 2'6b show the scores of students plotted against
the standard deviation of reactien time for all 50 items on the test The graph for the 10A items
test (figure 5a) shows that scores of above 23 points are accompanied by a much lower degree
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deleterious effects on recognition facMty in sttch cases is not easy. Fumher, I wM address the
issue of identilying the best perfbrming iterns so far with the aim of making a new 'besGof
reliable set frorn those which have already been tested To do this, relying solely on the number
of recognition hits each item receives may not be a sufficient criterion. Therefore, I will make
use of Rasch analysis as an additional perspective. Third, we need to consider how to interpret
the performance of all individuals in the test group. Although the results at the extremes of the
score range are very clear cut there is a need to address the majority of students who occupy
the middle ranges.
 First in test 1, the 10A items produced Z4 extra items, or 13% more, compared to the 20A
variety. (20.7 vs. 18,3) This is was predictable since 10A strings combine less naturaly with the
target words making the targets stand out more from their back-grounds In tables 2.4a and 2.4b,
that showed the performance of single subjects, the highest scoring student in the 10A test
performed eonsiderably better than her counterpart in the 20A. However, the low scoring
student in the 20A test did not perform as badly as in the 10A test and the mid-range studentswere quite similar. '
  Conversely, the results from the second test were slightly unexpected. Here, the 20A items
showed a mean score advantage of O.9 iteins per student over the 10A items. (26,9 vs. 2Z8) One
cause for this may be that the 20A group size in test 2 (19 studentsi) was signMcantly less the
43 subjects of test 1.
  The ability of individuals to answer the same items across both tests may be an important
facet of answering behaviour in Q"Lex. This statement is worth briefly examining to
demon,strate why it is important Figure 2.7 shows the relationship between student ability and '
item facility. Each `1' repre$ents an item which was answered twice. The data matrix has been
ordered by candidates (total score order) and items by diMculty (from top to bottom.) The
matrix has an area in the upper right quadrant where most ls accurnulate. The first twe
students show impressive consistency in their scores (39 and 37 out of 50), and then there is
1arge gap unti1 the next candidate who recognized 24 items in both tests. In fact most of the
students are in the total score range of 9 to 24, Most of these recognition hits are confined to the
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gpper sectleR eS the matrix. SpecMcally. a like from tke top rlght corRer curving dowft tg the
bettem lefl shews the appreximate demarcatieR ef repeatedly recegnlzed words. Overall, of the
533 deuble recegfiitigfi instafices ln the table, about half ef these 〈256) are accounted for by the
tep i2 items. IB ether werds, there ls a cere ef items that we vveuld expect all studeRts to be
fair}y likely te recegnize cofisistently, if they answered them in the first test Fer this reasoR,
having a high prepertlon ef recogBltien hits coming frem the same werd in both tests is a useful
and impertant refiectleA et recognitloB ability, as epposed to randomly answering difereRt items
IA di{ferent tests. Netwithstandi"g, there ls a certain degree of diffuseRess in the table, and the
line ef demarcatioA is Ret partlcular}y well defined. Therefore, it would not be reaseRable to
expect extremely high cofisistency iA repeated item recognition.
  Ceneerning this, as figures 2.2a aRd 2.2b showed there is considerable variatioR ln the
consistency ef students even if they have the same initial score. Fer example, students 24 and 26
in la had very similar scores (23 and 24) in the first tesL and of these answered 22 and 10 again
in the second test Informatien on perfbrmance of individuais can be shown in the form ef VeRn
Diagrams, These display not only the raw scores but also the overlap of items answered in both
tests, The following examples from the 10A group of students demonstrate that we must be
Figure 2.7 Ability of students pletted against facility of items.
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somewhat careful in interpreting re-test consistency
test raw scores.
, and not look only at the first and second
In examples 1) and 2), the students both had poor initial scores,
but both finished with the same, much better score in test 2.
However, the degree of consistency of case 2) (9) clearly much
better than that of 1) (3). Although the raw scores in both
tests are very similar, a plausible case could be made that the
individual in case 2) has better ability. She extended her score
to 23 whilst answering almost all the items from test l. In
contrast her counterpart was far more erratic in her answering
pattern.
In examples 3) and 4), both students recorded a similar score
in test 1. For an unknown reason, though, the student in
example 4) performed very poorly in test 2.
Despite this, the number of items (10) which were seen in both
tests was rather high, at least relative to her score in test 2.
  The following examples from the 20A group of students
further illustrate the usefulness of considering performance in
this way.
  In examp!es 5) and 6), there was a similar degree of
performance in both tests and in the overlap of items
recognized in both instances. Moreover, 12 of these items in
both cases were the same. Items which were most most
frequently answered in both tests are discussed below.
  Conversely, in examples 7) and 8), the students did not
perform very well across both tests. The students had no items
in common of those they answered;in the overlap.
 We can also consider the whole set of students and see which items were frequently answered
Correctly in both administrations. 35 'students took the 10A test twice. On average, they ･
answered 10.7 items (30.6%) twice, while the 19 students who took the 20A test twice answered
Oniy 4.9 items (25.9%) twice. On this measure, the 10A items offer considerably more reliability.
To understand why, we need to examine the items which performed best and worst in both
kinds of masks. Tables 2.5a and 2.5b shows the items which were most and least frequently
answered in both tests. 2.5a shows the 10A variety. Although the pattern is not very clear cuL
it appears that the most frequently recognized items are surrounded by un-English looking
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consonants clusters. This is clearly the case in numbers 1,2,3,5 and also in 4 and 6 if we consider
only the left side of the target word. In the least frequently recognized items, this trend is less
pronounced although number 6) [entndtsregionmw] is as obvious exception. There is no










 Table 2.5b shows the items from the 20A test It is noticeable that the most reliably twice-
                               rrecognized items are not surrounded by dense consonant clusters in the way that they are for
the 10A items. Further, the degree of reliable recognition is lower in the 20A items where
[inenchangeattetl was found in 74% of instances compared to 89% for the top 10A item. The
question ef what makes an easy or hard 20A item is slightly harder to answer. Some of the
least recognized items, en the right-hand side, contain some minimal English words which went
unnoticed before being used in the case. In number 1), for instance, `yes' forms' an integral part
of the target word `energy' .The best recognized items have almost none of these, with only
Rumber 6) having `the' as an integral part of the target 'length'.
 At any rate, on this evidence, it seems as if the most reliably recognized 10A items are
commenly surrounded by dense consonant masks which are typical of firstDrder approximation
sampling. Second-order approximation sampllng is much less likely to produce consonant strings,









? .disememorymaiso 10 gesilverepepryoo
 So far, I have discussed items that are reliably recognized, and what they look like. However,
simple item facility (in raw scores) may not be sufficient in determining which are items are
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Mean1.00 1.00 Mean1.00 1.00
SD O.17 O.12 SD O.12 O,15
best. Rasch analysis provides a method of looking at the relationship between the relative
perfbrmance of all test takers on an assessment tool, such as Q.Lex, and the group of al! items
on the test. Further, information is provided on the diihculty of item and the ability individuals
in the form of fit statistics. Table 2.6 shows that case estimates (individuals) shows slightly less
variation around the mean in the 20A test while the figures for the item estimates are almost
the same. The broadly accepted range of fit for items is in the range of O.75--1.30 (McNamara,
1996, p173). In both the 10A and 20A items, only 2 out the 50 items were outside this range.
Overal1, the performance of the two types of items appear comparable. With Rasch, it is possible
to generate a person ability and item difficulty map (figure 2.8). This is scaled in logits (shown
down the left side.) This is an interval scale, so it allows us to observe the degree of relative
dithculty for each item. (The items are shown as a number from 1 to 50 on the right hand side.)
The average dithculty of items is set at zero logits. Those items above O are above average
diihculty, and vice versa. The ability of individuals is also shown on the same scale in the map.
Each student is represented by an X. Rasch is a probabilistic model, and by convention testees
have a 50% chance of correctly answering items which appear at the same level. For example, in
the 10A map, the individual who appears at the O logit level had a 50% chance correctly
answering items 23 and 24, and an increasingly better chance of answering the items the further
they appear down the scale. Conversely, she had a smaller chance of answering the items higher
up. ff the item is 1 logit less than a testee's ability, she has a 75% chance of answering it, and a
90% chance if it is 2 logits below. Conversely, if the item is 1 logit higher than her ability, the
chance of answering it falls to 25% and only 10% if it is 2 logits above. Finally, students with
greater abihty appear further up the logit scale, and vice versa. In the 10A map, the strongest
individual (the X which appears at the top of the figure) had an almost 50% chance of
answering the most diraculty items 11 and 19, but was almost certain of having answered those
at the bottom of the scale.
  On this basis, it is possible to make an informed judgment about which items are desirable to
include in a revised version of the test In Q.:Lex, we are interested in the recognition ability of
Students on basic items of vocabulary without the mask making the item unduly hard to spot
Good performing items should therefore offer a reasonable chance of being identified, whilst
leaving latitude for reflecting improved (or degraded) ability at a later point As I reported at .
the beginning'of Part 2, it was found that a group with one yeafs extra university study scored
about 5 extra points on the test compared to a matched group. To capture this change in ability
Change over time, it would be better not to include too many difficult items which would
 Probably remain recognized across two administrations. Conversely, if too many easy items are
 included, there is less scope for observing improvement in students' scores across time. On this
 rationale, it may be prudent to take those items only 1 logit above and below O since most
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Figure 2.8 Person and ltem DiMculty Maps for the 10A items (left) and 20A items (right)
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testees are gathered in this area of the map. In the 10A seL this would go from item numbers
27 to 48 (31 items.) In the 20A seL this would go from numbers 42 to 33 (32 items.) Putting
these together would create a new set of good perfbrming items. Excluding the items from both
sets which share the same target word, this set comprises 39 items. This is slightly less than the
standard 50 word set but the shortfal1 could be made up from items from the original 1.0 Q-Lex
version (not reported here) once the best performing items have been identified by similar
procedures.
  Concerning the evaluation of al1 individuals in the test we have already seen in the discussion
with Venn diagrams that two students with similar scores in test 1 and test 2 can show a quite
ditferent pattern of reliability in test consistency. We can also look at the degree of overal1 speed,
measured in milliseconds, as an additional indicator of consistency on the 50 items in the test
Figures 5a and 5b showed that students with similar scores sometimes have quite dissimilar
mean reaction times. This was expressed as the degree of variation in recognition speed (standard
deviation of reaction time.) In 5b, five students (cases 17 to 21) scored 16 points. However, their
standard deviation of reaction time varied from 7 to 26. Figure 5a also shows instances of strong
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variation amongst student of similar scores. In one sense, this is not problematic since in al1
scoring instances the students had satisfied the basic criterion of recording a time faster than
the native norm. if we look a liule more closely at this, though, we can find potentially useful
information in the patterning of reaction times for stronger and weaker students. Figure 4
showed the distribution of 3 students' hits in terms of their reaction times. The items which the
highest scoring student recognized were not merely below the norm line of native speakers,
most of them (24/38) were actually below the mean reaction time of native speakers. This is a
quite marked qualitative difference from distribution of the recognition hits of the average
scoring student Here only 3 of her 17 items were below the native speaker mean reaction time
line. The lowest scoring student had 2 such hits. Although somewhat arbitrary, counting the
proportion of hits below the NS mean may be a further useful method of evaluating the
performance of individuals. As a further example, if we look at the 5 students mentioned above
from figure 5b who scored l6 points, and plot their scores against the line of native mean
reaction time, we find that one student in particular has more items under the line of mean
native reaction times than the other four combined and all her other items were also very near
this line.
  This observation will require further examination to decide if there is merit in evaluating the
scores and reaction times of students in this manner.
Conclusion
 This paper started by looking at three experiments that are very important for the field of
word recognition. My critiques found that the tests advocated in these papers an, to varying
degrees, suffer from avoidable weaknesses. For example, the test devised by Shiotsu conflates
word recognition with reading ability itself, concluding that if reading is efficient, word
recognition is too. This is not necessarily so. My approach was to look at vocabulary recognition
time not from an interactionalist perspective, where recognition is only assessed during a
reading task, but from a `trait' perspective, which attempts to elucidate the specific roles of
component processes in reading. The Q-Lex test format was designed with the aim of
eliminating as many extraneous factors as possible since these often significantly impede the
accurate assessment of component processes, such as basic vocabulary recognition time.
  In previous research using Q-Lex, I found that students a year ahead of comparable peers in
the same course of study have faster access time for the same level of vocabulary. However,
reliabi!ity was a persistent concern in that experiment. To investigate this further, the
experiment reported here considered the relative perfbrmance of two kinds of masking suings
for the same set of 50 words used in Q-Lex. The hypothesis was that the newly constructed
20A items, which are harder to recognize, would be answered more slowly and more reliably, as
refiected by the scores from two test administrations. 20A items were slower, but overall they
did not prove more reliable, although for the average ability students this difference was not so .
Strong. HoweVer, the difference was not much and many of these 20A items can be combined
With 10A items and used in a proposed new set of 39 items. These particular items were judged
reliab!e by Rasch analysis. It also seems that the masks themselves behave in rather an
idiosyncratic fashion. In 10A masks, it appears that dense consonant clusters, particularly to the
left of the target word aid in reliable recognition. However, in the 20A variety, it is harder to
discern what causes one item to be much more reliable than another. It may be that 20A
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strings can be best identified by trial and error, whereas the 10A strings can be constructed
more deliberately, in future.
  An important finding of this experiment was that the number of items identified in
consecutive experiments is as important in measuring performance on QLLex as the simple raw
scores from test 1 and test 2. It is this overlap which shows the degree of consistency as
opposed to the more random recognition of items by students in one test or the other. I
identified a set of items which have the highest chance of being recognized consistently in
consecutive tests. In future research, I will investigate whether these items can reliably reflect
students' recognition ability iR a single test
  Further, I discussed the interesting ability of the strongest candidates to answer the some
items faster than the mean reaction time for native speakers. if this ability does constitute a
qualitative difference from other test takers, we may be able to evaluate test takers in a more
fine-grained fashion than simply describing them with raw scores. It is also possible that mid-
ranking test takers could also be discriminated in this way.
  0n a final note, it was, unfortunately, surprisingly dithcult to spot ali examples of minimal
English words in the strings, especially if they are 2-letter words. For example, in
eindinnerievewe the presence of `in' went unspotted until used in the experiment. This is
unfortunate, but since the students were instructed to search for 61etter words, it is to be hoped
that the presence of such minimal words has not unduly infiuenced test performance.
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APPEXDIX 1
A New Vbrsion ofHaynes & Carr's lbst
DONtT TURN OVER YET
This is a word reading quiz. Please try it!
In this quiz, there are 4 kinds of questions.
On page 1, you must decide if two words have the same spelling or diffbrent spelling.
First let's practice.
                       SAME DIFFERENT
      went want S D      long long S D














f non'words w th crazy spellings are the same or diiiferent.
      wnyt wnyt S D      lzol lzot S D
      verp, veny S D
On page 4, you must decide iftwo have the same mearu'ng or different meaning.
      swim walk S D      feel touch S D      whole half S D
Each page, you have 20 seconds. Please do not start the next page until I tell you,
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page 1
     **************DON,T LOOK YET*****************
                 GET READY ......
                      Same Di£ferent
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 **************DONtT LOOK YET*****************
              GET READY ......
                         Same Difibrent
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APPENDIX 3:
10A and 20A strings and the multiple choice answers.






























































































































































change nature famous dollarx=2N=1switchx=7
friend ,amve x=1 expectx=3N=1.regton x=8N=5excusex=2N=3
family chance choicex=1 lengthx=4N=1valleyx=8N=20
answer acceptx=4N=2marketx=1 remindx=2N=2,pnnce
enoughx=2commonx=5 dinner insistx=4N=8studiox=3
decide travel spirit x=3 screen screamx=5N=1
animal energyx=4 comerx=2 signalx=8N=2gentle
resultx=4attack x=4 reducex=3 .unlquex=1 juniorx=1
doctor gardenx=1 brightx=6N=1originx=13N=1musclex=4N=8
effectx=4memoryx=1 invitex=2N=4silverx=1N-1potato
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